
Smart Downlight
Spectrum RGB Downlight Wifi and Bluetooth Dimmable 10W 

2200K-6500K
White 8.5W

SM DLRGB/W

White 8.5W

Quicklink: Q5BEB

General

Colour White

Construction Aluminium

Dimmable Yes

IP Rating IP65

Dimensions

Cut Out 67mm (Diameter)

Depth 55mm

Diameter 80mm

Electrical

Maximum Wattage 10W

Voltage 240V

Light Characteristics

Beam Angle 40°

Colour Rendering
Index

80

Lumens 650 lm

Lumens Per Watt 65 lm/W

Spectrum LED Smart Downlight with RGB ambient halo light with TUYA Wifi and

bluetooth app control. 

Features a unique full spectrum RGB ambient halo-light rim and tuneable white spotlight.

The Phoebe LED Spectrum downlight is supplied with 3 bezels that feature a magnetic

fastener for quick removal or change. 

Stylised in white, chrome and brushed aluminium, they simply pull away from the fitting

giving the user the ability to change the look of the downlight with minimum effort. 

The centre spotlight has a beam angle of 40° and is tuneable from 2200K extra warm white

all the way through to 6500K daylight. 

It can also be fully dimmed from the TUYA smartphone control app. 

The RGB full spectrum colour changing halo-light rim - which allows for some stunning

lighting scenes to be created. 

The TUYA smartphone app can be downloaded from Google Play for Android devices, or

App Store for Apple iPhones. 

The app gives full control of the all the Spectrum downlight features all from one screen for

added ease of use. 

New features include the ability to sync for RGB colour changing rim to your music. 

The app also features the ability to set-up events to automatically turn on/off, colour

change, or dim lights according to a time/day schedule. 

Smart Light Features - Custom lighting schemes and commands - Control lights from

anywhere - Scheduled smart lighting - Individual and group lighting - Smart dimmable.
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